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DEVELOPMENT OF GRAPHYYEfCOPPER COMPOSITES

UTILIZING ENGINEERED INTERFACES

Abstract

by

SANrDRA MARIE DeVINCENT

In situ measurements of graphite/copper alloy contact angles have been made

using the sessile drop method. The interfacial energy values obtained from these

measurements have then been applied to a model for the fiber/matrix intefacial

debonding phenomenon found in graphite/copper composites.

The information obtained from the sessile drop tests has led to the development

of a copper alloy that suitably wets graphite. Characterization of graphite/copper alloy

interfaces subjected to elevated temperatures has been conducted using Scanning

Electron Microscopy, Energy' Dispersive Spectroscopy, Auger Electron Spectroscopy

and X-Ray Diffraction analyses. These an',dyses have indicated that during sessile drop

tests conducted at 1130°C for 1 hour, copper alloys containing greater than 0.98 at%

chromium foma continuous reaction layers of approximately 10 lain in thickness. The

reaction lavers are adherent to the graphite surface. The copper wets the reaction layer

to fonn a contact angle of 60 ° or less. X-ray diffraction results indicate that the reaction

laver is Cr3C2.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Graphite/Copper Composites

1.1.1 Early Development

The increasing size and complexity of space-based hardware will lead to higher

power consumption demands for future spacecraft and satellites. Although several

types of advanced power systems are under consideration, they all have a heat source

and a power conversion system. The power conversion systems require high

temperature operation and an efficient, minimum-mass heat rejection radiator system.

Several designs for space power radiators exist. Figure 1.1 illustrates a generic

continuous fin radiator concept and a generic separate fin concept. Excess heat from

the power conversion system is sent to the radiator along a titanium heat pipe which is

brazed directly to a radiator panel or fin. The panel both radiates heat directly and

conducts the heat to a cooler area of the panel surface for radiation into space. Current

designs call for beryllium, niobium or titanium alloys as radiator panel materials.

However, each of these materials has drawbacks. Beryllium is lightweight and has a

high modulus, but has safety, cost and handling problems. Niobium and titanium

alloys have good high temperature properties, but are poor thermal conductors.

Ultra-high modulus pitch-based graphite fibers, with an elastic modulus of 690

GPa (100 Msi) or greater, have recently been developed. These fibers have thermal

conductivities, along the axis of the fiber, equal to or better than that of copper. They

also possess the density of beryllium and elastic moduli two to three times that of

beryllium. Using these ultra-high modulus fibers to reinforce a copper matrix offers

potential to produce lightweight, high modulus, high thermal conductivity composite

materials for space radiator applications. A preliminary design analysis study, [Rodini,



# _f #<"' ......v" .......s'!
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(I) CONTINUOUS-FIN CONCEPT, (ll) SEPAI1ATE-FIN CONCEPT.

Figure 1.1. Generic space power system radiator concepts.
[McDanels and Diaz, 1989]



Thaw and Zweben, 1984] hasestimatedthat a graphite/copper(Gr/Cu) composite

radiatorcouldoffer thesameperformanceasaberyllium panelwith a masssavingsof

up to 9 percentfor anSP-100radiator.

1.1.2 Propertiesof Graphite/CopperComposites

An exploratory study wasconductedto determinethe feasibility of Gr/Cu

compositesfor spacepowerradiatorapplications [McDanelsandDiaz, 1989]. This

study evaluateda limited amountof vendor-suppliedand NASA Lewis fabricated

Gr/Cucomposites.Thefocusof theinvestigationincludedthekey factorsinvolvedin

thedesignof spacepowerradiatorpanels. Specificthermalconductivityandspecific

modulusof elasticitywereinvestigatedoverawiderangeof temperatures.

TheGr/Cucompositestestedin thisstudywerefabricatedusingunidirectionally

orientedpitch-basedP100graphitefibersproducedbyAmoco PerformanceProducts.

The P100fiber is suppliedin tows, eachcontainingapproximately2000 individual

fibersof about10lamin diameter.TheP100tow hadanominalmodulusof elasticity

of 690 GPa,anultimate tensilestrengthof 2070MPa and a densityof 2.15kg/m3.

Gr/Cu experimentalpanelswerepurchasedfrom DWA CompositeSpecialties.Panels

werealsofabricatedat NASA Lewis ResearchCenterby hot pressingcoppercoated

P100graphitefiberssuppliedby AmericanCyanimidCorporation.

Thelongitudinalthermalconductivitiesof thematerialstestedat temperaturesup

to 1100K(827°C) areshownin Figure 1.2. The unreinforcedOFHC (oxygenfree,

highconductivity)copperandtheNASA fabricatedGr/Cucompositeweretestedby the

laser-flashmethod. Theunreinforcedcopperlost about 10%of its room temperature

thermalconductivityat 1100K. This reductionappearsto be linearwith temperature.

Also indicatedon thisplot arehandbookvaluesfor beryllium,whichhasapproximately
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one-third of the thermal conductivity of unreinforced OFHC copper over this

temperaturerange.

TheNASA fabricated67volumepercent(v/o)compositepanelexhibitssimilar

thermal conductivity to unreinforced copper over the entire temperaturerange

investigated. The composite lost about 20% of its room temperature thermal

conductivity by l100K. Most of this loss occurred at temperaturesbelow 600K

(327°C).Above 600K,thereductionparalleledthatof the unreinforced copper.

Longitudinal thermal conductivity of the DWA 38 v/o Gr/Cu-Ti composite,

measured by the steady-state comparative-rod technique, is less than half that of the

NASA fabricated composite. Although the composites contain different volume

fractions of fibers, the thermal conductivity properties can still be compared. Because

the thermal conductivity of P100 graphite, along the fiber axis, is about the same as that

of copper, the longitudinal thermal conductivity of the P100 Gr/Cu composites should

be independent of fiber content. Deviations can therefore be attributed to matrix effects.

The low thermal conductivity of the DWA supplied composite is most likely due to the

titanium addition. Although this addition increased the strength of the matrix and

improved the fiber/matrix interfacial bond, it substantially reduces the thermal

conductivity of the copper matrix. The DWA composite showed a similar rate of

reduction with temperature as both the NASA fabricated composite and the

unreinforced copper.

While Gr/Cu composites exhibit excellent thermal conductivity in the

longitudinal direction (parallel to the fibers), the thermal conductivity in the short-

transverse direction (through-the-thickness) is considerably lower. In this orientation,

the NASA fabricated composite has a thermal conductivity of only 60 W/mK at room

temperature. This is about one-seventh that in the longitudinal direction.
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The density dependent,specific thermal conductivity is one of the most important

designconsiderationsfor spacepower radiator systems. The longitudinal specific

thermalconductivityof theGr/Cucompositesisplottedasafunctionof temperaturein

Figure 1.3. The valuesfor copperandberyllium areincludedfor comparison. The

resultsfor thecomposite,in thelongitudinaldirection,aresignificantlybetterthanthose

for copper over the temperaturerange considered,and are better than those for

berylliumat highertemperatures.ThesedataindicatethatGr/Cucompositesoffer good

potentialfor highspecificthermalconductivityapplicationsatelevatedtemperatures,as

longastheheatcanbeconductedin thedirectionof thereinforcingfibers.

As indicatedin Figures1.2and1.3,theshorttransversethermalconductivityof

the Gr/Cu compositesis much lower than the longitudinal. While this may appear

discouraging, it must be noted that space power radiator systems operate at

temperaturesabovethemaximumservicetemperaturesof copperandberyllium. The

primary competitionat elevatedtemperaturesis titanium andniobium alloys. Figure

1.4comparestheshorttransversespecificthermalconductivityof thecompositeto Ti-

6A1-4VandNb-lZr alloys. The plot showsthattheNASA fabricatedcompositehas

bettershort-transversespecificthermalconductivitypropertiesthantheniobiumalloys

over theentiretemperaturerange,andthetitaniumalloysat temperaturesup to 700K

(427°C). This temperatureapproachestheupperservicetemperaturelimit for titanium

alloys. Becausethe titanium alloys do not have sufficient strength at these

temperatures,Gr/Cu compositeshavebetterpropertiesthanbothof thesealloysat all

usabletemperatures.

Anotherimportantdesigncriterionfor spacepowerradiatorsystemsismodulus

of elasticity. The specific modulus is even more critical becausethe vibrational

frequencyof aspacepowerradiatoris proportionalto thesquareroot of the
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modulus/densityratio. Dynamicmodulusof elasticity,in the longitudinaldirection,of

P100Gr/Cu compositeswasmeasuredovera rangeof temperatures.Sonic flexural

resonancetechniqueswereemployed.Theresultsfor theNASA fabricatedandDWA

suppliedcompositesaregiven in Figure 1.5,alongwith datafor unreinforcedcopper.

Thetwocompositesshowedessentiallyno lossof modulusat temperaturesup to 650K

(377°C). The modulusof unreinforcedcopper,on theotherhand,lost almost10%of

itsroomtemperaturemodulusby500K (227°C).

From a designviewpoint, theretentionof modulusat elevatedtemperaturesis

desiredbecausethe structural stiffnessof the compositecanbe maintainedduring

operation.Thehighmodulus/densityratioallowsthedesignof astructuresuchthatthe

fundamentalfrequencycanbesafelyabovethenaturalfrequencyof thespaceplatform,

thuseliminatingproblemsassociatedwith unexpectedresonances.

1.2 InterracialEnergy

1.2.1 Theory

The fabricationandperformanceof compositematerialsdesignedfor elevated

temperatureapplicationsis strongly influencedby thefiber/matrix interface. A key

aspectof metal/ceramicinterfacesis themetal/ceramicinterracialenergy. However,

often theideal matrix/fiber combinations,basedupon theirmechanicalandphysical

properties,havehigh interfacial energies[Weitzer, Remschnig, Schuster and Rogl,

1990]. The high interracial energies relative to the surface energies of the fibers result in

a lack of wetting between the metal and fibers. This intrinsic lack of wetting causes

difficulties in production of the composites, as shown in Figure 1.6. More

importantly, the lack of wetting can lead to matrix fiber debonding and pore formation

during the service life of the composites at elevated temperatures [McDanels and Diaz,
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1989;AshandFowser]. This lackof bondingis relatedto theCu-Cphasediagramand

will bediscussedlaterin Section1.4.

1.2.2 Fiber/MatrixDebondingModel

The relationshipbetweenthecreationandmaintenanceof a nonporousmetal

matrixcompositeandthefiber/metalinterracialenergyis illustratedin Figure 1.7. The

figure showsamatrix poreamongacubicarrayof fibersofradius, r, andspacing,S.

Theenergychange,AE,associatedwith eitherexpandingor shrinkingtheporeby AZ

canbeexpressedasfollows:

AE = 4 (S - 2r) y M/v Az + (S 2 - _'r2) [of IAzI - Oa AZ] + 2xr (y F/V "Y F/M)Az (1-I)

where a a is the applied stress, af is the flow stress of the metal matrix, YM/V is the

metal/vapor interfacial energy, YF/v is the fiber/vapor interfacial energy and YF/M is the

fiber/metal interracial energy.

The first term in Equation (1-1) represents the energy associated with the

creation or removal of free surface of the metal matrix. This term becomes vanishingly

small as S approaches 2r, which would be the ease for high volume fraction fiber

composites. The second term represents the resistance to mass movement in the metal

matrix. The third term in Equation (1-1) represents the wetting, or dewetting, potential

for the fiber/metal interface. The sign of the energy change for this term varies

depending upon whether the fiber/metal interfacial energy is less than, or greater than,

the fiber surface energy. Determining the relative magnitudes of these two energies is

thus the key to defining whether the pore will grow or shrink. During fabrication of a

composite, an applied stress can be used to reduce the size of pores, overcoming the

surface and interracial energy effects. At elevated temperatures, however, the applied

stress is no longer present and the surface and inteffacial effects are dominant.
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(a.) Void at fiber/matrix interface.

_Cu/v

V

I - - IGr '1'Gr/Cu "- }' Gr/v

(b). Sessile drop configuration.

Figure 1.8. Comparison of a void present at a fiber/matrix interface and
the sessile drop configuration.
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A more simplified view of a void at a fiber/metal matrix interface is shown in

Figure 1.8a. The balance of the surface and interfacial forces in that figure is seen to be

quite analogous to the sessile drop geometry shown in Figure 1.8b. The balance of

forces for both the void and sessile drop geometries leads to the Young-Dupre Equation

[Bangham and Razouk, 1937]:

YM/v cosO= 7F/V" YF/M (I-2)

The difference term on the right hand side of Equation (1-2) is exactly the

measure of the driving force for void growth, or shrinkage, in a composite that is

contained in Equation (1-1). The sign defines whether 0 will be less than or greater

than 90 degrees, independently of the magnitude of the metal surface energy. Restating

this in terms of the liquid, the driving force for liquid flow between the fibers is

proportional to TM/vcos0, so that it is desirable to have a large solid surface energy,

)'r/v, and a small solid-liquid surface energy, _/M [Kingery, 1959].

Thus, a determination of 0 being acute (wetting) or obtuse (nonwetting) defines

whether void growth or shrinkage is possible. Modifying the surface and interfacial

energies found on the right hand side of Equation (1-2) so that their difference is

always positive, i.e. 0 less than 90 degrees is a key to the successful long term

performance of a fiber/metal composite system.

1.2.3 Factors Affecting Interfacial Energy

The interfacial energy between two materials can be affected by two different

mechanisms. First, segregation, at the level of atomic monolayers, to the interface can

lower the interfacial energy of a given system. Second, the interfacial energy can be

altered by the creation of new phases at the interface that, in turn, produce new

combinations of interfacial energies. An example is shown in Figure 1.9 of the
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interface between materials A and B, and the interfaces between materials A and B with

the addition of material C. With the creation of phase C, the interfacial energies are

different from those of the original system.

1.3 Sessile Drop Test

1.3.1 Theory and Development

It is observed that in most instances a liquid placed on a solid will not wet it but

remains as a drop having a definite angle of contact between the liquid and solid

phases. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1.10. The following simple derivation

leads to the Young-Dupre relationship [Adamson, 1990].

The change in surface free energy, AG s, accompanying a small displacement of

the liquid such that there is a change in area of solid covered, AA, is

At equilibrium

and

Or

AG s = AA (YSL - Ysv) + AA YLV cos(O - AO)

lim AG s = 0

aA-->0 AA

_SL- _SV + '_¢LV COSO= 0

7LV COS0 = 7SV- _/SL

(1-3)

(1-4)

(1-5)

The equation was stated in qualitative form in 1855 by Young [Young, 1805]. An

equivalent equation was stated in algebraic form, in combination with the work of

adhesion, by Dupre in 1869 [Dupre, 1869]. Together, the equations, which are really

the same, are referred to as the Young-Dupre equation.
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CB

Figure 1.9. Interfaces of system A-B and system A-C-B.

v
V,(Y//////////////////////////A

Figure 1.10. Solid-liquid-vapor interfaces with contact angle,

0 and change in area of solid covered, AA. [Adamson, 1990]
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1.3.2 GeneralProcedure

To obtaina sessiledropof ametalor alloy, it is first necessaryto heata small

massof the materialin a vacuumor an inert atmosphereat atemperatureequalto or

greaterthanits meltingpoint. Thesampleis usuallyplacedupona polishedceramicor

refractory oxide support. A furnace should be used that will allow temperature

measurement via an optical pyrometer. It is also important _at the material be in the

view of a camera for recording of the shape of the sessile drop. Commonly, a tube

furnace is used. The sessile drop image is recorded by self-illumination from one end

of the furnace. In many experiments, the sessile drop is illuminated from one end, and

its shadow is photographed. The contact angle may be obtained from a photograph of

the drop profile either by measuring the angle or by calculating it from the entire drop

profile. The camera profile method is accurate to approximately 20 in the measurement

of the contact angle.

In order for the contact angle measurements to be considered valid, the

measurement must be made when the drop is in the liquid state. Because of

nonuniform cooling of the liquid, measurements cannot be made from solidified sessile

drops [Kingery, 1959]. It should also be noted that the measurements are accurate only

when the drop is symmetrical [Murr, 1974].

Since the substrate material can have an important influence on the shape of a

sessile drop and on the calculated value of the interfacial energy, care must be taken in

the preparation of the substrate surface and in the selection of the testing atmosphere. A

surface smoothness of 1 l.tm is desired for the surface roughness to be negligible.

Greater than 1 I.tm roughness will affect the measurement of the contact angle. If the

contact angle is greater than 90 ° , surface roughness will increase the angle. In contrast,

if the contact angle is less than 900 , surface roughness will decrease the angle.
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1.3.3 AssociatedCalculations

Once accurate measurementsof the contact angle have been obtained,

calculationsof interfacial energycanbemadeusingtheYoung-Dupreequation. It is

necessary,however,to know thevaluesof the liquid/vaporandsolid/vaporinterracial

energiesin order to utilize this equation. Thesevaluesareavailable for manypure

materials,but havenot beenreportedfor most alloy systems. In thesecases,direct

measurementsof theliquid/vaporandsolid/vaporinterracialenergiesmustbemadevia

other testingmethods. It is common,though,to assumethe interfacial energyof an

alloy is equalto that of thepurematerialin order to readilyestimatethe solid/liquid

interfacialenergy.

1.3.4 PreviousWork onGraphite/CopperInterfaces

To date,very little work hasbeenconductedin the areaof GffCu interfaces.

Perhapsthe mostwidely referencedstudywas that of Mortimer andNicholas [1970,

1971]. This investigationdeterminedtheeffectsof alloying additionson two typesof

carbon,HX30 andvitreouscarbon. Throughsessiledroptestingin vacuumbelow 1x

10.5torr, at 1150°C,theyhavereported-thecontactangleof pureCuon vitreouscarbon

to be 120°. Alloying additionsof A1,Mo, Nb, Ta,Ti, W, U andZr did little to enhance

thewetting of Cuoneitherof thecarbonsubstrates.Alloys of Cuwith B, Ca,Co,Hf,

Fe, Mn, Ni, Pt, Re and Sc testedon vitreous carbon substratesproduced similar

results. Thecontactanglesof thesealloysdid not differ by morethan25" from that of

pure Cu. Mortimer andNicholas found that the only additions which produceda

significantdecreasein thecontactanglewereI at%Cr on both substrates and 1 at% V

on the vitreous carbon only.

Metallographic examination revealed the presence of reaction products at the

interfaces of samples to which carbide forming alloying additions had been made. Four
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typesof reactionproductswere identified: continuous layers of uniform thickness,

discontinuous layers of near uniform thickness, flakey layers partly detached from the

carbon substrate and interracial area containing many small particals. Most of the

samples did not adhere to the substrate, resulting in the presence of discontinuous

reaction layers. The reaction product of the Cu-Cr alloy was continuous, and

quantitatively determined to be Cr3C2. The remaining layers Were too thin to analyze.

For their calculations of the interfacial energies, Mortimer and Nicholas have

assumed that the substrate/metal interfacial energy is identical for carbon/alloy systems

and is appropriate for carbide/alloy systems. Having made this assumption, the

Young-Dupre equation for an alloy on a carbon substrate can be written as

_/SVcarbon = TLValloy cOs0alloy/C + '_SL (1-6)

Replacing the carbon substrate with a reaction product carbide yields

_'SVcarbide = TLValloy c°S0alloy/carbide + )'SL (1-7)

Two additional assumptions were made for the dilute alloys investigated:

0alloy/carbide = 0Cu/carbide

'YLValloy = TLVCu

Using values of 1239 erg/cm 2 for the surface energy of pure Cu, and 798

erg/cm 2 for the surface energy of carbon, Mortimer and Nicholas have estimated the

surface energies of the carbides present in their investigation. They have reported TSV

of Cr3C2 to be 975 erg/cm 2 for a 0Cu/carbide equal to 46.5 °. The interfacial energy for

Cu/C'r3C 2 is then calculated to be 130 erg/cm 2, a very small value.
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1.4 AlloyedMau'ices

1.4.1 Reasoning

Due to the lack of wetting of Cu on Gr, the potential to enhance wetting by

alloying the Cu has been investigated. The alloying elements chosen are those which

have limited solubility in solid Cu and are potential carbide formers. They include: Or,

Fe, Hf, La, Mn, Nb, Si, Ta, Ti, V, Y and Zr. Most tend to strongly segregate to

interfaces. Because these composites are being considered for thermal conductivity

critical applications, the addition of alloying element was minimized with the intention

of minimizing the thermal conductivity drop. For this reason, an effective alloying

addition is def'med as one that produces the greatest decrease in contact angle, from that

of pure Cu, for the lowest atomic percent addition. The influence of alloying addition

on the electrical resistivity, which is inversely proportional to the thermal conductivity,

is shown in Figure 1.11.

1.4.2 Phase Diagrams

The Cu-C phase diagram is shown in Figure 1.12. From the diagram, it is

evident that there are no reactions between Cu and C, and hence, no intermediate

phases that may form. This explains the debonding which occurs in Gr/Cu composites

at elevated temperatures. The phase diagrams for the Cu-Cr and Cu-V alloy systems

are given in Figures 1.13 and 1.14. As suggested, the alloying elements have limited

solubility in solid Cu. The associated carbide phase diagrams are depicted in Figures

1.15 and 1.16. The phase diagrams for the remaining Cu alloys investigated are given

in Appendix I. All of the alloying elements chosen can form stable carbide phases.
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1.5 DiffusionMechanisms

In orderfor chemicalreactionsto takeplacein condensedphases,it is essential

that atomsbe ableto moveaboutin thecrystallineor noncrystallinesolid [Kingery,

1981]. Mechanismsby which this can take place include vacancy diffusion and

interstitial diffusion. If a newcompoundis formedbetweenA andB, continuationof

thereactionrequiresthatmaterialsdiffuse throughtheintermediatelayer. Therateof

thisdiffusionprocesslimits therateof thereaction.

1.5.1 Bulk Diffusion

The growthin thez directionof a reactionlayerphaseat the interfaceof two

materials,A andB, is controlledby thebulk diffusion ratesof A and B through that

phase. The slower of the two is rate limiting.

The location of the reaction layer phase, with respect to the A/B interface is

dependent upon the relative bulk diffusion rates of the two materials in the reaction

layer. If the diffusion rates are similar in magnitude, the reaction layer will form at the

interface and extend equally into material A and material B. On the other hand, if the

diffusion rate of B through the reaction layer is faster than that of A, the reaction layer

will form primarily in the upward direction into material A. The reverse also holds.

1.5.2 Surface Diffusion

Once formed, it is also possible for a reaction layer to grow outward along the

surface of a material. This type of growth is similar to the ledge growth mechanism.

Smooth solid/liquid interfaces tend to advance by the lateral growth of ledges [Porter

and Easterling, 1981]. Because the ledges are a non-equilibrium feature of an interface,

growth is dependent on how the ledges are supplied. One such source of ledges is

surface nucleation. If a sufficiently large number of atoms diffuse to the interface of

materials A and B to form a disc-shaped layer as shown in Figure 1.17, it is possible
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r

Figure 1.17. Ledge creation by surface nucleation.
[redrawn from Porter and Easterling, 1981 ]
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for thearrangementto becomeself-stabilizedandcontinueto grow. Oncethelayerhas

grown to the sizeof theA/B interfaceor contactarea,continuedgrowth occursvia

surfacediffusion. For example,growth due to thediffusing speciesof material A

diffusing along the surface of material B.

At the surface of a phase, an atom moving from one site to another is not

constrained to squeezing between surrounding atoms an all sides. Because of this,

atomic mobility is greater on the surface and takes place with a lower activation energy.

For surface diffusion, the activation energy is about half that for bulk diffusion

[Kingery, 1981]. Generally, surface diffusion is considerably faster than bulk

diffusion. For this reason, a reaction layer will extend ha length or radius much quicker

than in height or thickness. An example of the difference in the relative magnitudes of

bulk and surface diffusion is shown below. The example is for thorium in tungsten at

1400K [Kingery, 1960].

Dsurface = 0.47 exp[-66,400/RT] = 2.02 x 10 "ll cm2/s

Dbulk = 1.0 exp[-120,000/RT] = 1.84 x 10 -19 cm2/s

Dsurfacc/Dbulk = 1.1 x 108

As shown by this ratio, the surface diffusion is many orders of magnitude faster than

the bulk diffusion of this system.

1.6 Overview

The investigation of Gr/Cu-alloy interfaces begins with the determination of an

alloy system that wets the Gr substrate. Through sessile drop testing, contact angles

were measured for each alloy considered. Using these data, interfacial energy values

were calculated. Although there were many alloys considered, only those systems that
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exhibitedwettingbehaviorwerecharacterized.Thefocusof furtherinvestigationwas

theCu-Cr alloy systems.Someverificationof resultsandtrendswasdoneusingthe

Cu-V alloys.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1 Sessile Drop Test

2.1.1 Material Selection

Additions to Cu of 0.5 at% and 1.0 at% of Cr, Fe, Hf, La, Mn, Nb, Si, Ta, Ti,

V, Y and Zr were attempted to produce arc melted and induction melted alloys for

sessile drop evaluation. Only partial success was achieved in obtaining the desired

alloying additions, as shown later in Table 3.1. Tests were also run using pure Cu as a

standard. The chemical composition of each alloy was verified through ICP Emission

Spectrometry and Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry.

2.1.2 Sample Preparation

Testing surfaces of commercial grade H-490 Gr discs of 2.54 cm (1 in)

diameter were polished to a 1 gtm finish. Cu alloy test specimens of 1.27 cm (0.5 in)

diameter and approximately 2mm (0.08 in) height were used. A small number of the

Cu alloy test specimens, 0.61, 0.98, 1.10 and 1.22 at% Cr, were cut from available bar

stock with diameter of 1.9 cm (0.75 in).

2.1.3 Testing

Sessile drop tests were conducted in 1 atm argon. For each alloy, two to five

individual tests were run. The Gr substrate was placed directly on the pancake

induction coil of the furnace. A Cu alloy test specimen was placed on top of the Gr as

shown in Figure 2.1. Temperatures were monitored using a two wavelength optical

pyrometer measuring the temperature of the Gr substrate. To minimize the thermal

gradient the Gr was surrounded by A120 3 insulation. Separate tests with

thermocouples indicated the thermal gradient between the Gr and Cu to be < 5°C. After

achieving a vacuum < 4.6 x 10 -3 Pa (3.5 x 10 -5 torr), the furnace was back-filled with

28
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Figure 2.1. Sessile drop test specimen set-up.
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Figure 2.2. Sessile drop testing system.
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argon. This procedurewasrepeatedto allow additionalflushing of thesystem. The

Cualloy andtheGr weresimultaneouslyheatedto themeltingpoint of thealloy. The

testtemperaturewasthenraisedto a 50°Csuperheatandheldfor 3600s (1 hr). The

testwas recordedon videotapewhile the temperaturewasrecordedon a strip chart

recorder. Thecontactanglesweremeasuredat 300s (5 min) intervalsduring thetest

usingavideomonitor. A photographof theentiresystemis shownin Figure2.2.

2.1.4 Measurements

The contactanglewasmeasuredmanuallyoff the video monitor using a 7x

graduatedeyepiece.Theanglemeasurementsobtainedwereusedin theYoung-Dupre

equationto calculatetheGr/Cu-alloyinterfacialenergies.

2.2 ScanningElectronMicroscopy

Sessiledroptestspecimensof theCu-CrandCu-V alloyswerecross-sectioned,

mountedin epoxy and polishedto a 0.25ktmdiamondfinish. The specimenswere

examined in the transverse direction using a JOEL 840-A Scanning Electron

Microscope(SEM). Thecontinuityandthicknessof thereactionlayerof eachsample

was determined. Using a Kevex system,Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy(EDS)

analyseswere conductedon theCu-Cr andCu-V specimens.X-Ray spectraof the

bulk alloy, alloy nearthe interface,thereactionlayer,Gr nearthe interfaceandbulk Gr

wereobtained.

2.3 AugerElectronSpectroscopy

Cross-sectionsof theCu-Cralloy sessiledrop testspecimenswerepreparedfor

characterizationusinga PHI 660 SAM Auger ElectronSpectroscopy(AES) system.

Line scansof Cu,Cr andC weretakenacrosstheinterfacialregion. This wasdoneto
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indicateanysegregationof thealloyingadditionto the interfaceandto determinethe

compositionof thereactionlayer. Surveyscansof thereactionlayer regionswerealso

taken.

2.4 X-RayDiffraction

X-ray diffraction methodswereusedto analyzethereactionlayernormalto the

surface.Using aPhilipsAPD 3500diffractometer,anx-rayspectrumwasobtainedfor

areactionlayerof theGr/Cu-0.61at%Crsessiledrop specimen.An untestedsurfaceof

aGr substratewasalsoanalyzedfor comparisonpurposes.



3 RESULTS

3.1 ChemicalAnalysis

The compositionsof the alloys testedare listed in Table 3.1. The chemical

analysesof thesealloysindicateconsiderablevariationfrom theintendedtargetsof 0.5

at%and 1.0at%dueto difficulties encounteredin melting. Also includedin thetable

aretheoxygencontentsandtheamountof additionnot tiedupasanoxide. Thelatter

quantitywascalculatedby first assuminganoxidephaseandthenassumingthatall of

the oxygenis usedin forming that phase. The availableadditions, in at%, are the

amountswhichcancontributeto theformationof thereactionlayer,the loweringof the

surfaceenergyof thealloy andtheloweringof thecontactangle. As indicated, some of

the materials have effectively no alloying addition available.

3.2 Sessile Drop Test

3.2.1 Contact Angle Measurements

Photographs of the test specimens were taken from each of the videotapes. An

example is shown for pure Cu in Figure 3.1. Contact angle data as a function of

alloying element are given in Table 3.2. The values reported are for the equilibrium

angle. Most alloys reached equilibrium within 100 s after melting. Based on all the

measurements, a pooled standard deviation for the contact angle measurements was

calculated to be 16 ° . The scatter due to the optical measurement system is much less

than this value. The major source for error is believed to be the presence of surface

oxide on the Cu alloy test specimen. The kinetics of oxide film formation on the Cu-

alloy free surface varies for each alloying element, and therefore the stability of the

surface oxide also varies.

33
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Table3.1. Chemicalcompositionof copperalloys.

alloy
addition wt% at% O, ppm oxide

available
addition, at%

Cr 0.4 0.49 10 Cr203
0.5 0.61 66
0.8 0.98 13
0.9 1.10 16
1.0 1.22 11

Fe 0.1 0.11 16 FeO
0.4 0.45 I0

Hf 1.0 0.36 46 HfO2
2.0 0.72 254

La 0.038 0.017 20 La703

Mn 0.4 0.46 26 MnO
0.9 1.04 10

Nb 0,2 0.14 34 NbO

Si 0.3 0.68 49 SiO2
0.4 0.90 12

Ta 0.3 0.11 20 Ta205
0.4 0.14 76
0.8 0.28 18

Ti 0.041 0.054 27 TiO2
0.041 0.054 658

V 0.3 0.37 34 VO
0.8 1.00 57

Y 0.2 0.14 37 Y203
0.2 0.14 404

Zr 0.1 0.07 10 ZrO2
0.4 0.28 295

0.487
0.593
0.977
1.096
1.217

0.104
0.446

0.351
0.669

-0.002

0.45
1.036

0.127

0.671
0.898

0.107
0.128
0.277

0.049
-0.076

0.357
0.977

0.13
0.033

0.068
0.222
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Figure 3.1. Sessile drop test specimen. Pure copper: contact angle 157 ° .
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Figure 3.2. Contact angle as a function of Cr addition.
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Table3.2. Graphite/Cu-alloysessiledrop testresults.

Cu-alloy
addition at%

contact 7Gr/Cu adherence
angle,° mJ/m2 to Gr

Cu

Cr 0.49
0.61
0.98
1.10
1.22

Fe 0.11
0.45

Hf 0.36
0.72

La 0.017

Mn 0.46
1.04

Nb 0.14

Si 0.68
0.90

Ta 0.11
0.14
0.28

'15 0.054
0.054

V 0.37
1.00

Y 0.14
0.14

Zr 0.07
0.28

157 1975

140 1778
114 1318

60 159
45 -106
41 -167

146 1858
135 1702

90 798
80 576

138 1748

142 1858
135 1702

140 I778

157 1975
150 1906

130 1620
132 1654
142 1806

128 1585
119 1418

128 1585
45 -106

111 1256
144 1833

113 1298
111 1256

no

yes
no

yes
yes
yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

no
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Figure 3.3. Sessile drop test specimen. Cu-l.10at%Cr: contact angle 45 °.

Figure 3.4. Sessile drop test specimen. Cu-1.00at%V: contact angle 45 °.
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Additions of Cr, Hf, V, Y and Zr significantly decreased the contact angle from

that of pure Cu. Angles of 111 ° were measured for both Y and Zr, 80 ° for Hf and as

low as 41" and 45 ° for C'r and V respectively. The change in contact angle, from that of

pure Cu, is easily observed in the photographs of the Cu-1.10at%Cr and Cu-1.00at%V

sessile drops which are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. As indicated in Table 3.2,

additions of less than 0.1 at% La or Ti result in a slightly decreased contact angle,

whereas much greater additions of many of the other alloying elements are needed to

produce the same effect. The raw data for the contact angle measurements as a function

of Cr addition are plotted in Figure 3.2. By increasing the amount of Cr addition, the

contact angle of the Cu alloy on Gr can be reduced. The results for the Cu-Cr alloys

correspond to those found by others [Mortimer and Nicholas, 1970; Nogi, Osugi and

Ogino, 1990; Nicholas and Mortimer, 1971].

3.2.2 Adherence

The adherence of the Cu alloy test specimen to the Gr substrate is reported in

Table 3.2. The only alloys found to adhere to the Gr surface were those which resulted

in significant contact, i.e. Cr and V at amounts of approximately 1 at% or greater.

Although the Cu-0.49at%Cr alloy adhered to the Gr, this can be attributed to the

smaller size of test specimen as compared to the other Cu-Cr alloys. This smaller size

provided a much smaller contact area and therefore a smaller area over which cooling

stresses can affect the continuity of the reaction layer formed, and in turn, the adherence

to the Gr substrate.

3.2.3 Gr/Cu Interfacial Energy Calculations

Using the Young-Dupre equation and assuming values for the free surface energy

of Cu and the free surface energy of Gr, estimates of the Gr/Cu interfacial energy can

be made. Values of 1279 mJ/m 2 for the Cu [Murr, 1974; Kingery, 1959] and 798
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mJ/m2for the Gr [Mortimer andNicholas,1970]wereusedin thecalculations. The

value for Cu wasassumedto beconstantwith alloying addition and alloying level.

InterfacialenergyvaluesarelistedinTable3.2for theGr/Cusystemsinvestigated.

Somedegradationof Gr surfaces,indicatedby discolorationfound in the areas

not coveredby theCu alloy test specimens,wasobserved.This indicatesareaction

occurredattheGr surfacewhichmaychangethevalueof _'Gr/v"

3.3 Microscopy

3.3.1 ScanningElectronMicroscopy

Micrographs of eachCu-Cr alloy wereobtainedusing the ScanningElectron

Microscope.Thiswasdoneto establishthepresenceof areactionlayerat theinterface,

and to determine its thickness and continuity. Figures 3.5 through 3.9 contain

micrographs of Cu-0.49, 0.61, 0.98, 1.10and 1.22 at%Cr. As indicated in the

figures, the reaction layers formed at the Gr/Cu-alloy interfaces of the samples

containinglower amountsof Cr, 0.49and0.61at%,arediscontinuousand0.2 and 1.3

gm thick, respectively.Thehigheralloyedinterfacesexhibitcontinuousreactionlayers

of approximately1I.tmthickness.

The Cu-V alloyswerealsoexamined.Micrographsof Cu-0.37and 1.00at%V

areshownin Figures3.10and3.11. TheCu-V alloysfollow thetrendindicatedby the

Cu-Cr alloys. The Cu-0.37at%Valloy revealsa 5 lamthick discontinuousreaction

layer at the interface,while the Cu-l.00at%V alloy forms a 15lain thick continuous

reaction layer. The reaction layer formed at the interfaceof both sessiledrop test

specimensis columnarin nature.

Figures3.12through3.14examinetheedgesof thesessiledropsandtheextent

of thereactionlayerassociatedwith theCu-1.10at%CrandCu-1.00at%Valloys. As
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Cu

Figure 3.5. SEM micrograph of Cu-0.49at%Cr sessile drop specimen.
Discontinuous reaction layer, 0.2 I.tm thick.

Figure 3.6. SEM micrograph of Cu-0.61at%Cr sessile drop specimen.
Discontinuous reaction layer on graphite substrate, 1.3 I.tm thick.
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Figure 3.7. SEM micrograph of Cu-0.98at%Cr sessile drop specimen.
Continuous reaction layer, 9 I-tm thick.

Figure 3.8. SEM micrograph of Cu-1.10at%Cr sessile drop specimen.
Continuous reaction layer, 8 I.tm thick.
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Figure 3.9. SEM micrograph of Cu-l.22at%Cr sessile drop specimen.
Continuous reaction layer, 10 _tm thick.

Figure 3.10. SEM micrograph of Cu- 1.00at%V sessile drop specimen.

Continuous reaction layer, 15 _m thick.
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(a.) Area of Cu alloy adherent to reaction layer.

(b). Area of Cu alloy not adherent to reaction layer.

Figure 3.11. SEM micrograph of Cu-0.37at%V sessile drop specimen.
Discontinuous reaction layer on Cu alloy, 5 pm thick.
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Figure 3.12. SEM micrograph of Cu-l. 10at%Cr sessile drop specimen.
Reaction layer extends along Gr surface.

Figure 3.13. SEM micrograph of Cu-l.00at%V sessile drop specimen.
Reaction layer extends > 3.5 mm along Gr surface.
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(a.) Extension of reaction layer at edge of Cu-V sessile drop.

(b). Outer edge of reaction layer extension.

Figure 3.14. SEM micrograph of Cu-1.00at%V sessile drop specimen.
Reaction layer extends along Gr surface.
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indicated,by both the Cu-Cr and Cu-V alloys, the reaction layer extendsalong the

surfaceof theGr substrateapproximately0.1 mm (100 lam) beyond the edges of the

sessile drops. The reaction layer formed at the Gr/Cu-1.00at%V interface extends more

than 3.5 mm in the radial direction, as shown in Figure 3.13. A higher magnification

view of that reaction layer is given in Figure 3.14. The Cu-V alloy saw a much higher

temperature than the Cu-Cr alloy. This may account for the much farther surface

diffusion distance.

Stress induced cracking occurred between the sessile drop and the Gr substrate

during metallographic preparation of many of the test specimens which revealed that the

reaction layer formed at the Gr/Cu-Cr interface in strongly adherent to the Gr. The

separation of the Cu from the Gr at the interface of the Cu-l.22at%Cr sessile drop test

specimen is shown in Figure 3.15. Figure 3.16 and 3.17 clearly indicate the adherence

of the reaction layer to the Gr substrate. A closer look at the Cu-0.37at%V test

specimen in Figure 3.11 a suggests that the reaction layer which formed at its interface

is more adherent to the Cu-V alloy.

The contact angle reported can be observed in the micrographs which include

the outer edge of the sessile drop specimen. This is especially obvious in Figure 3.18

of the Cu-l.00at%V specimen. A shrinkage cavity is present in the alloy, along the

bottom surface. The reaction layer is continuous across the Gr substrate where this gap

has formed. By examining the edges of the cavity, along the Gr, the 45" wetting angle

is evident. Also shown in Figures 3.12 through 3.14 is the spreading of the Cu alloy

along the reaction layer. From the micrographs, it is apparent that the contact angles

reported are those of the Cu alloy on the reaction layer, not on the Gr. The outer edges

of the reaction layer exhibit a near zero contact angle with the Gr substrate, as shown in

Figures 3.12, 3.14b and 3.17. It can also be seen, with the Cu-Cr alloys, that the
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(a.) Low magnification.

(b). Higher magnification.

Figure 3.15. SEM micrograph of Cu-l.22at%Cr sessile drop specimen.
Cu is separated from Gr at reaction layer.
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Figure 3.16. SEM micrograph of Cu-1.22at%Cr sessile drop specimen.
Reaction layer is separated from Cu at Cu/reaction layer interface.

Figure 3.17. SEM micrograph of Cu- 1.22at%Cr sessile drop specimen.
Reaction layer is adherent to Gr surface.
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Figure 3.18. SEM micrograph of Cu-1.00at%V sessile drop specimen. Reaction
layer is continuous. Wetting angle of 45 ° between Cu and reaction layer.

Table 3.3. Summary of scanning electron microscopy analyses
of Cu-Cr and Cu-V alloys.

at. % description layer contact Cu to Gr

addition of layer thickness, mm angle adherence

0.49 Cr discontinuous 0.2 140 yes
0.61 discontinuous 1.3 114 no

0.98 continuous 9 60 yes
1.10 continuous 8 45 yes
1.22 continuous 10 41 yes

0.37 V discontinuous 5 128 no

1.00 continuous 15 45 yes
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reactionlayerextendsin thicknessequallyup into thealloy anddowninto theGr. It is

believed that the reaction layerspresentat the Gr/Cu-V alloy interfacesareformed

primarily abovetheplaneof theGrsurface.

A summary of the informationobtainedduring the SEM analysesis given in

Table3.3. Thetabledescribesthecontinuityof thereactionlayerandits thickness,the

contactanglemeasuredviasessiledroptestingandtheadherenceof theCualloy to the

Gr substrate.Datafor theCu-CrandCu-Valloysareincluded.

3.3.2 EnergyDispersiveSpectroscopy

The Cu-Cr andCu-V alloy sessiledrop test specimenswerecharacterizedusing

EnergyDispersiveSpectroscopy.This wasdonein orderto qualitatively identify the

chemicalcompositionof thereactionlayerphase.Informationregardingsegregationof

the alloying addition to the interface wasalso obtained. The spectrafor the Cu-

1.22at%Crsessiledrop testspecimenareincludedin Figures3.19 through3.23. The

bulk alloy is shownto becomprisedof Cuanda traceamountof Cr. Theregion,in the

alloy, locatedjust abovethereactionlayershowsa slightincreasein Cr concentration.

This is dueto anoverlapof thesignalfrom theCr in thereactionlayer. An increasein

thebulk alloy wouldotherwiseindicateuphill diffusion. Thereactionlayeris shownto

beprimarily Cr with someC signalbeingindicated. Justbelow thereactionlayer,into

the Gr substrate,smallamountsof Cr arepickedupwhich canalsobe attributedto a

signaloverlapproblem. TheGr bulk, asexpected,showsonly a very strongC peak.

Theseresultsarerepresentativeof thosefoundfor theremainingCu-Cralloys.

The sameseriesof spectrawereobtainedfor theCu-1.00at%Vsessiledrop test

specimenandaregivenin Figures3.24through3.29. Thetrendsarethesameasthose

shownfor the Cu-Cr alloys. The only differenceoccurredduring the analysisof the
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reaction layer. Because the reaction layer formed at the Gr/Cu-V interface is columnar

in nature, as depicted in Figure 3.10, the spectra taken in that area indicate the presence

of Cu, V and C in some areas, and the presence of only V and C in others. These

results indicate that the liquid Cu alloy was able to wet the intercolumnar regions in the

V-rich reaction layer.

3.3.3 Auger Electron Spectroscopy

The information obtained using the SEM and EDS analyses were verified using

Auger Electron Spectroscopy. After a 6 s sputter, line scans for Cu, Cr and C were

obtained from the Cu-l.22at%Cr sessile drop test specimen. As indicated in the

micrograph in Figure 3.30, the line scan was run over a length of approximately 60

lam. The scan begins in the Cu-Cr alloy and crosses the reaction layer into the Gr. The

result of the line scan for Cu, shown in Figure 3.31, indicates a high concentration

across the bulk alloy and a drop in concentration to an insignificant amount at the

reaction layer and across the Gr. The same scan was obtained for Cr and is shown in

Figure 3.32. As indicated earlier, in the EDS analysis, there is a great increase in the

Cr concentration over the reaction layer. Ignoring the presence of adventitious C,

Figure 3.33 shows an increase in C concentration across the reaction layer. Figure

3.34 is a survey scan taken on the reaction layer after a 60 s (1 rain) sputter. The high

concentration of Cr and the presence of C is in agreement with the results already

given. The character of the C peak is similar to that expected of graphitic C.

3.4 X-Ray Diffraction

Because the chemical composition of the reaction layer could not be quantitatively

determined via EDS or AES analyses, x-ray diffraction methods were employed. A

preliminary x-ray spectrum of the reaction layer present on the Gr surface of the Cu-

0.61at%Cr sessile drop test specimen (shown in Figure 3.6) was taken. This spectrum
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is shownin Figure 3.35. The spectrum for the untested Gr surface is shown in Figure

3.36. Examination of the diffraction peak positions for C, Cr3C2, Cr7C3 and Cr23C6

indicate that the reaction layer phase is Cr3C2. These diffraction peak positions are

included in Appendix II. A list of the Cr3C2 peak positions and the observed peak

positions is given in Table 3.4. Only five Cr3C 2 peaks are evident due to the

discontinuous nature of the carbide layer investigated.
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Figure 3.30. AES micrograph of Cu-l.22at%Cr sessile drop specimen

indicating position of line scan analysis.
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Figure 3.35. X-ray spectrum of reaction layer formed at Gr/Cu-0.61 at%Cr interface.
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Table 3.4. Comparison of Cr3C2 and observed x-ray diffraction peaks.

peak position peak position
Cr3C2 observed Cr3C2 observed

4.978 n.o. 2.1215 I_
3.983 n.o. 2.1036 2.1141
3.146 n.o. 1.9912 n.o.
2.7460 n.o. 1.9482 n.o.
2.5478 2.5519 1.9151 n.o.

2.4897 n.o. 1.8934 n.o.
2.4596 n.o. 1.8691 n.o.
2.3063 2.3217 1.8190 1.8221
2.2751 n.o. 1.7833 n.o.
2.2409 2.2460 1.7670 n.o.



4 DISCUSSION

4.1 ContactAngleMeasurements

The contactanglemeasurementsgiven in Table 3.2 indicatethat La is most

effective in reducing the contact angle per at% added, followed by Ti and Zr. Other

elements that reduced the contact angle significantly include Cr, Hf, V and Y. Cr and

V, at the alloying levels of greater than 1 at%, were the only additions that resulted in

wetting. All of the alloys melted within 50°C of the melting temperature of pure Cu.

However, the V alloys required a temperature of 1530°C to achieve a completely liquid

state. Although the Cu-V phase diagram does not indicate its presence, a miscibility

gap was observed, upon melting at 1530°C, for all of the Cu-V alloys during the sessile

drop tests. The two immiscible liquids were shown earlier in Figure 3.4.

The pooled standard deviation mentioned earlier is an average of the standard

deviations of the data collected for each of the 26 alloys and represents the

reproducibility of the tests. The value of 16 ° contains the error of angle measurement

technique, as well as experimental factors. A high standard deviation was calculated

for some of the Cu alloys. This is primarily due to the presence of a thin oxide coating

which formed on some of the sessile drops. The formation of this film is dependent on

its stability at the testing temperature and oxygen partial pressure in the system.

Making the assumption that the alloying addition is dissolved in the Cu to

approximately the solubility limit, the assumption that the activity of the alloying

addition atoms equals unity can be made. The Ellingham diagram in Figure 4.1

indicates that formation of the oxides of the all of the alloying additions is possible

under the testing conditions employed. However, oxide films were not observed on

most of the samples while at the testing temperature.. The Cu-Cr alloy test specimens,

71
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for example, did not indicate substantial, if any, oxide film formation. In many

instances, upon cooling and exposure of the test specimen to air, oxide films

developed.

In many cases, the angle measurements reported for the alloy compositions

investigated are higher than those reported previously by others [Mortimer and

Nicholas 1970, 1971; Nogi, Osugi and Kazumi, 1990]. The difference in angle

measurements can be attributed to the difference in experimental methods. Although

the testing temperatures were similar, Mortimer and Nicholas conducted their

experiments in vacuum. The substrates used were HX30 Gr and vitreous carbon.

Nogi, Osugi and Kazumi tested in an Ar-5H2 atmosphere at 1500°C, using commercial

grade Gr substrates. Because the carbon substrates used in each study are different, the

measured contact angles for one type of substrate are different from those of another.

The other experimental factor that affects wetting behavior, and therefore contact angle

measurements, is the testing atmosphere. Tests conducled in vacuum and in

atmospheres containing hydrogen, an oxygen getter, provide less chance of oxygen

contamination or oxide film formation.

4.2 Interracial Energy Calculations

The Gr/Cu interfacial energy was observed to be affected by alloying addition.

The alloying elements most effective in lowering the Gr/Cu interfacial energy are La, Ti

and Zr. The value calculated for pure Cu of 1975 rnJ/m 2 is decreased to 1418 mJ/m 2

for an addition of only 0.054 at% Ti and to 1298 mJ/m 2 for 0.07 at% Zr. The Gr/Cu

interfacial energy is also affected by the amount of alloying element present. As seen in

Table 3.2, increasing at% of all the additions studied, with the exception of Ta, results

in a greater decrease in interfacial energy.
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The results of the calculations for the Gr/Cu interracial energies shown in Table

3.2 indicate that, in some cases, such as with Cr and V, negative values can be

obtained. These values are obviously incorrect. Three possible explanations exist for

this discrepancy.

The ftrst two possibilities concern the assumptions about the surface energies of

the Cu and Gr. The surface energy of the Cu was assumed to be constant with respect

to both alloying element and the amount of alloying element added. This assumption is

probably not valid given the high mobility of the alloying elements in the liquid Cu and

the tendency of many of the elements to segregate to interfaces. The presence of these

alloying addition atoms at the Cu/vapor interface coulxl decrease the surface energy to

values considerably below the assumed value of 1279 mJ/m 2. The assumption that the

surface energy of Gr is 798 rnJ/m 2 may also not be correct. The surface energy of Gr

has a wide range of values depending on grade, contamination level, degree of

orientation, and the plane of the Gr exposed at the surface [Mortimer and Nicholas,

1970].

The third assumption is regarding which interfacial energy is actually being

measured. No allowance was made for the presence of a reaction layer at the interface.

To account for the reaction layer the surface energy of the reaction layer should be used

instead of the surface energy of Gr [Nicholas and Mortimer, 1971; Loehman, 1989].

This in turn requires knowledge of the interfacial reaction products and their surface

energies. While the reaction products can be determined experimentally, in most cases

their surface energies are not known,

Mortimer and Nicholas [1970], however, have reported surface energy values

for the carbides of six of the twelve alloys studied in this investigation. These values

are given for temperatures of 1100-I 150°C, a temperature range applicable to this
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Table4.1. Carbide/Cu-alloyinterfacialenergies.

Cu-alloy
addition at%

contact carbide "fSVcarbide ]tcarbide/Cu

angle, ° formed mJ/m 2 mJ/m 2

Cr 0.49 140 Cr3C2 975 1954
0.61 114 1495
O.98 60 336
1.10 45 71
1.22 41 10

Hf 0.36 90 HfC 690 690
0.72 80 468

Nb 0.14 140 NbC 2440 3420

Ti 0.054 128 TiC 1190 1977
0.054 119 1810

V 0.37 128 VC 1675 2462
1.00 45 771

Zr 0.07 113 ZrC 800 1300
0.28 111 1258
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study. Still assumingthatthesurfaceenergiesof theCualloysareequalto thesurface

energyof pure Cu, and using their valuesfor the surfaceenergiesof the carbides,

wherepossible,the interfacialenergieshavebeenrecalculated.Table4.1containsthe

calculationsfor thecarbide/Cuinterfacialenergies.Theinterfacialenergycalculations

aredependenton thesurfaceenergyof thealloy, thesurfaceenergyof thesubstrateand

thecontactangle. In thecaseof carbideformation,thealloyingadditionaffectseachof

thesethreequantities.Table4.1containscalculationsthathavetakentwoof theseinto

account and therefore contains more accuratevalues. The previously reported

calculations,inTable3.2,only consideroneof thealloy-dependentquantities.

4.3 ReactionLayerAnalysis

4.3.1 Continuity

Thedegreeof wetting is shownto beaffectedby whetherthecarbidelayer is

continuousor discontinuousas•discussedby Nogi, OsugiandOgino [1990]. Analyses

of theCu-CralloyandCu-Valloy interfaces,summarizedin Table3.2,confirm thatthe

bestwettingisobtainedwhenacontinuousreactionlayerforms. It hasalsobeennoted

thatonly whenacontinuousreactionlayeris foi'meddoesthe Cualloy testspecimen

adhereto theGr substrate.

4.3.2 Thickness

Thethicknessof thereactionlayeris afunctionof thealloying level. A higher

concentrationof alloying addition results in a greaterthicknessof carbide layer,

assumingthecarbidelayerformsat all. Obviously,moreCr is neededto form a 10_tm

thick carbidelayer, thana0.2 or 1.3ktmthick layer. The sameis true for theCu-V

alloys.
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Massbalancecalculationsverify thefeasibiltyof formingareactionlayerof 10

_m thickness. The two following calculationsdeterminethe volume of the Cu-

1.22at%Crsessiledrop test specimenand volume of a reaction layer of 10 lam

thicknessthatextends1mmbeyondthesessiledropedgeradially.

volumeof Cu-Crsample: r = 9.525mm
t = 2.0mm
V = 570mm3

volumeof reactionlayer: assumespreadingof 1mmin radialdirection
r = 10.5mm
t = 0.01mm
V = 3.46mm3

Theavailablevolumeof Cr in thesamplecanbeshownto betwicethatwhichis needed

to form thereactionlayerbythefollowing:

availablevolumeof Cr: 9 (Cu) = 8.93 g/cm 3

p (Cr) = 7.2 g/cm 3

8.93 g Cu = x ....... > x = 5.09 g Cu
1000 mm 3 570 mm 3

....... > 0.0509 g Cr

7.2 g Cr = 0.0509 g Cr
1000 mm 3 V

V = 7.07 mm 3 Cr

This indicates that if the composition of the reaction layer was simply elemental Cr,

there is a sufficient concentration available in the sample. However, it has been shown

that the composition of the reaction layer is Cr3C2. The volume of Cr3C2 that can form

has also been caculated.

available volume of Cr3C2:

moles Cr3C2 --->

9 = 6.68 g/cm 3

0.0509 g Cr = 0.000979 moles Cr

0.000326 moles Cr3C2

(0.000326 moles Cr3C2)(180 g/mole) = 0.05868 g Cr3C2
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___¢_2 = 0.0509 g Cr
1000 mm_ V

V = 8.784 mm 3 Cr3C2

This, again, is considerably higher than the volume of the reaction layer. Based on a

mass balance analysis, it is quite possible for a carbide layer of such dimensions to

foYITl.

4.3.3 Composition

As indicated by the x-ray diffraction spectrum, the reaction layer phase that

forms at the Gr/Cu-Cr alloy interface is Cr3C 2. This agrees with thermodynamic

considerations of the reaction la.yer composition. The Cr-carbide phase diagram,

shown in Figure 1.15, indicates that Cr3C 2 is the most likely phase to form given the

small amount of Cr compared to the C available .from the Gr substrate. From the Cu-Cr

phase diagram ffigure 1.13), at 1130°C, the Cr liquid-solid transition occurs at XCr --

0.02, a composition of 2 at%. Assuming Henrian behavior, the activity of Cr in liquid

Cu can be calculated as follows:

aCr = %'CrXCr

_'Cr = aCr/XCr = 1/0.02 = 50 (constant at T = 1403K)

aCr = (50)(0.0122) = 0.61 in liquid Cr

Assuming the activity of C is 1, and the activities of the potential carbide phases are

also 1, the free energy of formation for each carbide phase can be determined.

3Cr + 2C = Cr3C2

AG = AG ° + RTlnk

k = aCr3C2/acr3aC 2 = 1/aCr 3 = 1/(0.61)3 = 4.4

AG O= -27100 cal/mole [Elliot and Gleiser, 1960]

AG = -27100 cal/mole + (1.987 call ° mole)(1403K)ln(4.4)

AG = -22970 cal/mole

AG = -4594 ca!/g-atom
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7Cr + 3C = Cr7C3

AG = AG ° + RTlnk

k = aCrTC3/acr7aC 3 = 1/act 7 = 1/(0.61) 7 = 31.8

AG ° = -50300 cal/mole [Elliot and Gleiser, 1960]

AG = -50300 cal/mole + (1.987 ca1/_ mole)(1403K)ln(31.8)

AG = -40654 cal/mole

AG = -4065 cal/g-atom

23Cr + 6C = Cr23C6

AG = AG° + RTlnk

k = aCr23C6/aCr23ac 6 = 1/act 23 = 1/(0.61) 23 = 86579.2

AG ° = -111200 cal/mole [Elliot and Gleiser, 1960]

AG = -111200 cal/mole + (1.987 cal/_ mole)(1403K)ln(86579.2)

AG = -79506 cal/mole

AG =-2741 cal/g-atom

The free energies of formation for each of the Cr3C2, Cr7C3 and Cr23C6 carbides

indicate that the Cr3C2 phase is the most stable of the three.

The critical amount necessary to start the reaction 3Cr + 2C = Cr3C2 is checked

by the following calculation:

assume: AG = 0 --> no driving force

AG = AG ° + RTln(1/aCr 3)

exp (-AG°/RT) = 1/aCr 3 = 16665

aCr " 0.039

XCr = aCr/YCr = (0.039)(50) = 0.00078 ---> 0.078 at% Or

There is enough Cr in each of the Cu-Cr alloy test specimens to start the reaction for the

formation of Cr3C 2.
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4.4 CarbideFormation

Theformationof the Cr3C2 reaction layer phase can be described in terms of

diffusion mechanisms and calculations. The following calculation indicates that, under

the testing conditions employed, Cr can diffuse in liquid Cu a distance of 1 mm:

t = 3600 s, D = 3 x 10 -6 cm2/s [Shurygin and Shantarin, 1968]

x = (Dr) l/2

x = [(3600)(0.3 x 10-5)] 1/2
x=lmm

This distance is equal to half of the height of the Cu alloy sess_e drop test specimen.

Once the Cr has diffused to the Gr/Cu-Cr interface, nucleation of the carbide

phase occurs across the length of the interface. The reaction layer can grow in the z
• . ,

direction via bulk diffusion of the C and Cr through the carbide. It can extend or grow

outward, in the r direction by surface diffusion of the Cr along the Gr surface. Carbide

layer formation is limited by the bulk diffusion of C in the carbide [Fries, Cummings,

Hoffman and Daily, 1967]. Surface diffusion can be many orders of magnitude faster

than bulk diffusion, as was shown in Section 1.5.

Given the activation energy for C in Cr3C 2 [Fries, Cummings, Hoffman and

Daily, 1967], the bulk diffusion of C through Cr3C2 can be estimated as follows:

Q = 45 kcal/mole

exp[-Q/RT] = exp[-45000/(1.987)(1403)] = 9.7 x 10 .8

from growth,

D = x2/t = (10 I.tm)2/3600 s = 2.8 x 10 -10 cm2/s

Do = D/exp[-Q/RT] = (2.8 x 10 -10 cm2/s)/(9.7 x 10 -8) = 0.0029 cm2/s

The bulk diffusion of Cr through Cr3C2 can be approximated to the same order of

magnitude based upon the observation, from SEM micrographs, that the reaction layer

extends upward into the alloy specimen and downward into the Gr substrate about the

same distance.
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The diffusion rate for Cr alongCr3C2,via surfacediffusion, is much faster.

Assumingthat the surfacediffusion of C is of the sameorder of magnitudeasthe

surfacediffusionof Cr,thefollowing calculationscanbemade:

Dsurface= Dbulk(surface/bulkdiffusionratiogivenin Section1.5)
Dsurface=2.8 x 10"10cm2/s(1,1x 108)
Dsurrace= 0.03cm2/s

Thedistancethatthecarbidelayercangrowradially in onehour,via surfacediffusion,

is:

t -- 3600 s, D = 0.03 cm2/s

x = fDt) lt2

x = [(3600)(0.03)] 1/2
x = 10.4 cm

This indicates that surface diffusion is fast enough to extend the reaction layer far

beyond the length of the sample. Assuming that the estimate of the surface diffusion

rate of Cr in Cr3C2 is fair, and substituting 100 I.tm for the diffusion distance, x, an

approximation of the time necessary to form the carbide layer observed for the Cu-Cr

alloy test specimens (10 I.tm thick, extending 100 I.tm radially) can be made:

x = (Dt)112

t = x2/D

t= (0.01)2/0.03
t = 0.003 s

Clearly, these initial calculations show that surface diffusion offers fast enough

kinetic activity to produce the Cr3C 2 layers in the size scale and time scale employed in

this study. Actually, the use of a surface to bulk diffusion rate ratio of 108 is not

necessary. A ratio of 104 would account for the observed growth of the carbide layer.



5 CONCLUSIONS

Sessiledroptestshavebeenconductedon twelveCu-basedalloysto determine

if the wetting of Gr by liquid Cu canbeimprovedthroughalloying additions. Of the

alloys studied,Fe,La, Mn, Nb, Si, Ta andTi did not wet H-490 Gr at the alloying

levelsexamined.The additionsof Hf, Y andZr decreasedthewetting angles,but did

not reducethe anglesto much below 111° at the alloying levels investigated. The

additionsof Cr and V at approximatelythe level of 1at% were able to enhancethe

wetting behaviorsuchthat wetting anglesof 45°, or less,wereproduced. However,

becauseof thedifficulties of dissolvingV in liquid Cu, a temperatureof 1530°Cwas

neededto achieve that degreeof wetting. This rendersthe Cu-V alloy systems

impracticalfor fabricationprocesses.

TheGr/Cu interfacial energyis affectedby alloying additionsthatchangethe

contact angle of the system. The addition of greater than 1 at% Cr results in a

Cr3C2/Cuinterfacialenergyaslow as10mJ/m2. Althoughadditionsof about1at%of

either Cr and V lower thecontactangleto 45°, Cr is moreeffective in lowering the

interfacialenergyof thesystem.

Utilizing diffusion mechanismsandcalculations,theformation of thereaction

layerscanbedescribed.Theformationof areactionlayerbeginsby surfacenucleation

which is madepossibleby the diffusion of analloying elementto the Gr/Cu alloy

interface. This phasethen grows by bulk diffusion of C and the alloying atoms

throughthe reaction layer in thevertical direction, and by surfacediffusion of the

alloying atomsalongthereactionlayerin theradialdirection. Dueto thehighmobility

of thealloying additionatomsalongthereactionlayer,it extendsoutwardmuchfaster

thanit growsvia bulk diffusion.

82
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Auger electronspectroscopyandx-ray diffraction analysesindicate that the

Gr/Cu-Cr alloy reaction layer is Cr3C2. This determination is supportedby

thermodynamiccalculations.Uponformationof thereactionlayercarbide,theCuwets

this layerandreducesnotonly its contactanglewith the layer,butalsotheinterfacial

energyof thesystem.

Theadherenceof thereactionlayeris afunctionof its continuity. Only in the

casesof wetting, greaterthan 1 at%of Cr or V, did the Cualloy form a continuous

reactionlayer,andthereforeadhereto theGr substrate.
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AppendixI

The binary phasediagramsfor Cu-Fe,Hf, La, Mn, Nb, Si, Ta, Ti, Y andZr

aregivenin FiguresAI-1 throughAI-10.
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FigureAI-7. Ta-Cuphasediagram.[cannotfinddiagram]
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Appendix II

The diffraction data for C, Cr3C 2, Cr7C 3 and Cr23C 6 are included in Figures

AII-1 to AII-4. The cards shown contain data for d spacing (/_,) of the peaks, peak

intensity and planes of diffraction (hkl).
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Figure AII-l. X-ray diffraction card for C.
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Figure AII-4. X-ray diffraction card for Cr23C6.
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